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Kitchens
Get Personal

Sunny Delight The sunroom
fills the first floor of one
of the turrets. Hines Bird
wallpaper complements the
sofa covered in violet Holly
Hunt fabric. Pillows are Elitis
through Donghia. The custom
round ottoman is through
Interiors Haberdashery.
The chair fabric is Rogers
& Goffigon. The Galbraith
& Paul shade fabric is
through Holland & Sherry.
See Resources.

Surprises await inside this traditional shingle-style home

Unpredictably
BY david masello | PHOTOGRAPHY by KEITH SCOTT MORTON
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Katie Keith saw the color she wanted for her

home’s powder room sitting in the front seat of a car. A woman Keith had
hired to do the decorative plasterwork in her new Darien residence arrived
with her pet Weimaraner in the passenger seat. “The moment I saw her
dog, I said, ‘That’s the color!,’” recalls Keith. “I just love a color my kids call
‘greige’—and that was the color of the dog’s coat. There’s something about the
hue that makes me feel good.”
Keith is one of those people who knows what she wants—and what she
doesn’t. What she and her husband didn’t want was the 100-year-old house
they purchased in Darien. “It was advertised as a Frank Lloyd Wright–inspired Tuscan villa. Believe me, there was nothing of the house to salvage,”
she says. “So, we leveled it.” That decision freed her to build a home she had
long wanted. “As a native New Englander, I have always been a fan of the
shingle style. But I wanted it to have some European flair. I love iron and
stone, and I wanted to bring some of those elements into an American cedar
shingle-style house.”
As the house designed by Stamford-based architect Scott Raissis took
shape, Keith became involved in every detail, so much so that when the
man hired to weld the iron handrail of the central stairway proved inept and
eventually disappeared, Keith did what few homeowners would do—or are
equipped to. She put on goggles, fired up a welding gun and started repairing
the stairwell. “I’m a union sheet-metal worker,” she admits, “and I know how
to weld. The builder and his workers didn’t know that I had the skill to clean
up his messy welds.” Eventually, Keith hired a metal worker to do the heavy
industrial cutting and shaping.
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(clockwise from top left) Garden Party The hilly garden has low-growing catonia
aster interspersed with Japanese maples. Flawless Finish The living room was
designed with four Baker chairs (and no sofa) positioned around a John Rosselli
glass coffee table atop a custom Stark rug. The fireplace wall is wrapped in a rattlesnake-motif Edelman leather. Holly Hunt sconces flank a painting by Joan Albaugh.
Bright Idea The central staircase is flooded with natural light coming through
diamond panes. Stair carpet is through JD Staron. See Resources.

‘‘

I wanted there to be a surprise
awaiting you every time you turned the corner
and entered another room

Round-Table Dining In the dining room, chairs covered in silk velvet surround a custom Mulholland Solstice dining table. Tyler graphic wallpaper is by John Rosselli.
Oval sconces and the iron and crystal chandelier are through Niermann Weeks. Patterned rug is custom through Stark. See Resources.
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(clockwise from top) Island Life The kitchen’s two spacious islands—one meant
for eating, the other for food preparation—are each lit by different and distinctive
lighting sources, including (foreground) vintage copper ship lanterns. Stone floors
are through Paris Ceramics. Branching Out Designer Charles Baker fashioned an
ingenious wisteria-growing pergola using locust branches he had found washed
up on Long Island beaches; he then seamlessly circumscribed cedar decking
around the trunks. Morning Meeting Place An inviting breakfast nook fills
another one of the house’s turrets. The banquette is covered in a fabric by Rose
Tarlow. Window shades are through Conrad Imports; light fixture is through Circa
Antiques. See Resources.
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While Keith supervised the carting away of 65 dumptrucks filled with
stone that had been blasted away to accommodate their new house and a
hilly garden area complete with a swimming pool and sculptural pergola,
she decided that she needed the help of local designer Melinda Tweeddale.
“When Katie called me,” recalls Tweeddale, “the big picture of the house was
already in place. She wanted my help with the interiors—choosing colors,
fabrics, making sure the lighting was right. Plus, she and her husband had
moved to Darien from Texas, bringing along some very big, dark, antique
furniture, some of which would remain in the house. But a lot of the pieces
didn’t jive, and Katie was happy to let much of it go.”
Tweeddale and Keith admit to having become best friends as a result of
their collaboration. “I love her taste,” says Keith of Tweeddale. “She likes to
push the envelope with color, and she gets very excited when a client releases
her to do as she wants. I wanted there to be a surprise awaiting you every
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time you turned the corner and entered another room.”
“I like for there to be a twist on something you might otherwise say was
traditional,” says Tweeddale. In the living room, for instance, she had the fireplace
surround covered in a rattlesnake-motif leather. In the sunroom, situated within
the ground level of one of the house’s dramatic turrets, Tweeddale had a semicircular sofa custom-made in a vibrant purple, which she then accented with
turquoise and citrus-green pillows. “I love purple and green because those are
the colors of nature,” says Keith, who is a master gardener. “People don’t really
see the purple in the outdoors, but if you look at shadows, they’re purple.”
Now that the house is complete, Keith appreciates all of the hard work that
went into it by her handpicked group. “The people who built this home are a
reflection of it. Every one of them had the same positive outlook and sense of
soul for the house,” she says. “Collectively, they gave it good karma. They’re a
part of this house, too.” ✹

Suite Spot (above) It’s a challenge to configure a master bathroom within a turret.
“Because of the semicircle, you know already that you can’t position a shower
there,” says homeowner Katie Keith, “so we decided to make the tub the room’s
focal point.” The softly hued mosaic tile by Ann Sacks seems to glows in the light
cast by a Venetian glass chandelier and natural, diffused light. Both natural light
and privacy are accommodated with the use of sheer Conrad shades. Master Class
(right, top to bottom) The upholstered bed in the master bedroom is from Restoration
Hardware and features ample wings, above which are glass-and-steel reading
sconces from Holly Hunt, set against a garden-motif wallpaper by Peter Fasano
Egerton. Both the lampshade and bolster fabric are by Fortuny. Sculptural metal
chairs through Lynn Scalo are covered in a textural wool fabric. See Resources.

